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Phoenix: The Life of Norman Bethune
Roderick Stewart and Sharon Stewart
McGill-Queen’s University Press; 2011.

The aptly titled Phoenix is a
remarkable literary resurrec-
tion of the spirit of Dr. Norman

Bethune. Roderick Stewart’s avocation
as Bethune’s biographer has spanned
42 years, Bethune lived for 49.
Phoenix distills decades of interviews,
travels and research into a detailed
retelling of the Bethune story. The
phoenix motif works. Bethune’s per-
sonality drove cycles of aspiration,
failure and resurrection during his life-
time. His legacy has continued to
cycle after his death, as one of
Canada’s most influential, if contro-
versial, figures.

Norman Bethune was born in
Gravenhurst, Ontario, received his
medical degree from the University of
Toronto and practised surgery in
Detroit, Michigan and Montréal, Que-
bec before embarking on his career in
international surgery. He established
mobile blood banks supporting the
republican side during the Spanish
Civil War and died leading the medical
services of the Eighth Route Army as
China struggled against Japanese
imperial forces.

As a young man studying art history
in London after World War I, Bethune
adopted a motto: “To burn always with

this hard, gem like flame, to maintain
this ecstasy, is success in life.” Roder-
ick and Sharon Stewart’s interviews
with many people who knew Bethune
allow them to display all the facets and
flaws of his life. To his friend Soren-
son, Bethune confided, “[Tuberculosis]
has an effect on the brain … it makes
you think faster … you become more
aware of things.” Bethune’s own recov-

ery from tuberculosis prompted his
innovations in apparatus, instruments
and surgical approaches, which placed
Bethune on the executive of the Ameri-
can Association of Thoracic Surgeons
after only two years in practice. But
failure soon followed. His surgical col-
leagues report, “He was erratic as a
surgeon. He was erratic in judgment,”
and “He had a superiority complex,
and was entirely amoral.” His profes-
sional and personal life spiraled down-
ward again — meeting its nadir when
he lived in a tent on the grounds of
Montréal’s Sacre Coeur Hospital, hav-
ing burned his possessions and his

apartment in an alcoholic rage. His two
marriages (both to Frances Coleman)
ended in divorce. Yet, even among the
ashes of his self-destruction was the
charm reported by his lady friends as
“a sort of heightened reality — not just
enthusiasm, something more … vital.”

Bethune’s early interest in the social
determinants of health, his calls for
socialized medicine and his initially

secret communist party membership set
the stage for the next resurrections. The
mobile Canadian blood bank support-
ing the republicans during the Spanish
Civil War, followed by the battlefront
surgical drama and ultimate martyrdom
in China, were steps on a road to
redemption that Bethune imposed on
himself. He knew when he had failed
(“second best,” in his narcissistic hon-
esty); as he matured he knew why he
had failed. The story of Spanish bombs
falling on civilian refugees on the road
from Almeira to Malaga, juxtaposed
with Bethune’s gallivanting in Paris (on
donated funds) during his supply trips,
resonate with hypocrisy for Bethune
and the reader. At the time of his arrival
in China he was an ecstatic ascetic
devoted to the service of his fellow
man, and removed from the tempta-
tions that had repeatedly led to his
downfall. His 20 month’s work in
China made him a legend for genuine
contributions in the organization and
delivery of surgical services along the
front. Mao’s 700-word eulogy celebrat-
ing Bethune’s international humanitari-
anism and selfless devotion made
Bethune the best known surgeon in the
world. Political fates magnified
Bethune’s prominence as China and
Canada engaged in the 1970s.

According to Stewart and Stewart,
Bethune was a communist, a scoundrel,
an alcoholic, a womanizer and perhaps a
reckless surgeon. Yet he was a visionary,
a human i tarian and a champion of the
suffering. This biography complements
Bethune’s writings, collected as The
Mind of Norman Bethune, also by 
Rod erick Stewart. Bethune’s so cial
vision for health care in Canada has been
realized, yet his international humanitar-
ian mission has not. Will posterity fulfill
the best Bethune envisioned? 
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“He was erratic in judgment,” and “He had a
superiority complex, and was entirely amoral.”


